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KUWAIT: The Saad Al-Abdullah Police Academy organized the annual ‘through nature march’ exercise, featuring students from the 42nd police officers’ batch. The students walked for 10 kilometers and overcame obstructions at the
Commandos Camp. The annual exercise is organized to improve students’ physical ability and endurance level, in order to prepare them for working under pressure in the police force, the Interior Ministry said in a statement.
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Lessons learned

from war

Several countries have recently celebrated
the 70th anniversary of the end of World
War II, and the victory over Nazism, Fascism

and all intentions that threatened international
peace, security, stability and nations’ sovereignty.

The lessons learned from World War II remain
an important topic of deliberation in the 21st cen-
tury, and perhaps more than ever these days as
we witness different kinds of wars around the
world.

The scourge of war and unforgettable images
of victims, shelling and destruction continue to
serve as a reminder for humanity to avoid the
causes of conflict, and seek negotiations and rec-
onciliation to protect the safety of people around
the world.

The fact that the world is currently witnessing
several kinds of wars cannot be denied. They
include proxy wars, electronic wars, civilization
wars, religious wars, media wars, and many others.
Not only do wars, the manmade disasters, leave
death, destruction and displacement behind, but
they are also a direct cause of underdevelopment,
scientific decline and environmental destruction
that need decades of rebuilding efforts. Images of
war in Syria, Iraq and Ukraine provide live exam-
ples for what I am talking about.

World War II has undoubtedly left tremendous
amount of destruction in Europe, Asia, Africa and
other places around the world. This has served as
a motivation for peace-loving countries to form
organizations such as the Non-Aligned
Movement, the European Union, the Gulf
Cooperation Council, etc in an effort to prevent
destructive wars.

Humanity is in need to overcome prejudice and
embrace global peace and stability. We need seri-
ous and honest efforts towards seeking fair solu-
tions for conflicts around the world. This can hap-
pen through dialogue and understanding, as well
as adopting the principles of justice and equality
while shunning factors that destroy peace, securi-
ty, civilization and human progress.

In my view

DUBAI: FireEye Inc, the leader in
stopping today’s advanced cyber-
attacks, announced that it will
soon be hosting the first govern-
ment focused Security Seminar  in
Kuwait in collaboration with the
Central Agency for Information
Technology. The Seminar will be
organized by NoufEXPO.

Scheduled to be hosted at the
auditorium of the Central Agency
for Information Technology on
the 18th of May, the event aims to
shed light on the lesson learned
from the slew of recent attacks
and exchange best practices to
help government entities in
Kuwait reinforce security invest-
ments and strategies in an era of
digitization and heightened con-
nectivity.

Ray Kafity, Vice President,

Middle East, Turkey, and Africa
(META) at FireEye said, “FireEye is
pleased to collaborate with the
Central Agency for Information
Technology to initiate this knowl-
edge transfer platform that will
give us the opportunity to share
and highlight best practices in
cyber security for government
agencies in the State of Kuwait. At
FireEye, we recognize that the
success of e-Government and
smart service initiatives lies in a
strong security foundation and
this is why we are proud to come
together with a recognized
authority like CAIT to help gov-
ernment entities deploy intelli-
gent and adaptive security tech-
nologies that enable proactive
protection of critical information
assets and digital networks.”

Mega trends
“Technology mega trends of

cloud, social, mobile and big data
have revolutionized the cyber
threat landscape, offering crimi-
nals new gateways and complex
tools into an enterprise or cus-
tomer network.  Today, we live in
an age where cyber disruption,
theft, espionage and even cyber
bullying have come to become a
part of everyday life , making
cyber security a key priority for
government agencies that are
responsible not just for national
critical information but also for
ensuring that the Internet remain
safe for their own citizens and
expat communities. FireEye’s
Adaptive Defense Security is
designed to help government
agencies re-imagine security using

a powerful combination of tech-
nology, intelligence and expertise,”

he continued.  The event will fea-
ture presentations and workshops

from senior FireEye executives to
shed light on the recent develop-
ments in cyber espionage and
nation state attacks using digital
assets. The company will also high-
light the surge in incidents of
Advanced Persistent Threat (APTs)
targeted against critical infrastruc-
ture such as oil and gas, banking
and finance in addition to aviation
and more. Against this context,
FireEye representatives will show-
case some of the company’s lead-
ing solutions aimed at enabling a
state of real time security so gov-
ernment agencies can stay ahead
of ever evolving threats. Needless
to say that FireEye’s products and
services are used by more than
3,100 customers across 67 coun-
tries, including over 200 of the
Fortune 500. 

FireEye, CAIT host security

seminar for government entities

Ray Kafity

Alghanim Industries initiative to

help Nepalese earthquake victims
KUWAIT: Alghanim Industries, one
of the largest, privately-owned com-
panies in the Gulf region, has mobi-
lized resources on several fronts to
assist with the relief efforts in Nepal,
in response to the recent devastating
earthquakes in the country.  The com-
pany has made it easy for employees
to contribute to the efforts by author-
izing payroll deductions or making
donations in special collection boxes
that are disbursed throughout the
company’s locations.  In addition,
Alghanim Industries is matching the

employee contributions on a two-to-
one basis, thereby tripling the impact
of these donations.  One hundred
percent of all the funds raised
through this initiative will be forward-
ed to the International Medical Corps
(IMC), a non-profit organization oper-
ating on the ground in Nepal, to pro-
vide medical assistance and life-sav-
ing emergency services. 

Alghanim Industries employs
many nationalities across its busi-
nesses, including 381 Nepalese, many
of whom have been directly affected

by the disaster. In addition to allocat-
ing funds to support the IMC in its
critical effort through the donation
campaign, the company is also pro-
viding direct assistance to eleven
employees to rebuild homes which
were completely destroyed in the
earthquake on 25 April.  The compa-
ny has performed a survey of the
impact to its Nepalese employees,
and it has established a committee to
oversee the disbursement of funds in
a timely manner for the intended
purpose.  

People help people
Commenting on the initiative,

Kutayba Y Alghanim, Chairman,
Alghanim Industries, said: “Tragedies
such as that in Nepal affect all of us.
People help people, everyone is part
of the solution, no matter how big or
small their contribution is. I am very
proud of the generosity and the con-
cern for their colleagues shown by
Alghanim Industries employees in
supporting efforts to help the victims
of this major natural disaster.
Although we are a large international
company, we have also shown that
we are a compassionate and gener-
ous one too. We feel that it is our
responsibility to provide support to
our employees and their families who
have been affected by this disaster
and to help them rebuild their
homes.  We hope that other business-
es will do the same.”    

Alghanim Industries organized a
similar donation campaign in
November 2013 to aid the victims of
the Typhoon Haiyan, the deadliest

natural disaster ever to hit the
Philippines. Following the campaign,
Alghanim Industries matched the
total donation amount, and like the
current campaign, one hundred per-
cent of the funds were forwarded to
the IMC. As a company that employs
such a diverse workforce, Alghanim
Industries considers providing aid
internationally to be a matter of local
concern.

Kutayba Y Alghanim, Chairman
of Alghanim Industries

Some of Alghanim Industries’ Nepalese employees who have been involved in the company’s dona-
tion program to assist victims of the recent Nepal earthquakes.


